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	Turn Strategy into Performance!

	

	In today’s world of rapid, disruptive change, strategy can’t be separate from execution—it has to emerge from execution. You have to continually adjust your strategy to fit new realities. But if your organization isn’t set up to be fast on its feet, you could easily go the way of Blockbuster or Borders.

	

	Laura Stack shows you how to quickly drive strategic initiatives and get great results from your team. Her LEAD Formula outlines the Four Keys to Successful Execution: the ability to Leverage your talent and resources, design an Environment to support an agile culture, create Alignment between strategic priorities and operational activities, and Drive the organization forward quickly. She includes a leadership team assessment, group reading guides, and bonus self-development resources. Stack will equip you with the knowledge, skills, and inspiration to help you hit the ground running!
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Unit Test FrameworksO'Reilly, 2004
This is the only book to explore unit testing as a  language-independent, standalone development methodology.   It covers the theory and methodology of unit test  frameworks, offers instruction in unit test development,  provides useful code examples in both Java and C++, and  details the most commonly used frameworks from the XUnit  family,...
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Ordinary and Partial Differential Equation Routines in C, C++, Fortran, Java, Maple, and MATLABCRC Press, 2003
Initial value ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and partial differential equations (PDEs) are among the most widely used forms of mathematics in science and engineering. However, insights from ODE/PDE-based models are realized only when solutions to the equations are produced with acceptable accuracy and with reasonable effort.

Most...
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Cloud Computing: Implementation, Management, and SecurityCRC Press, 2009
Cloud Computing: Implementation, Management, and Security provides an understanding of what cloud computing really means, explores how disruptive it may become in the future, and examines its advantages and disadvantages. It gives business executives the knowledge necessary to make informed, educated decisions regarding cloud...
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IMS Application Developer's Handbook: Creating and Deploying Innovative IMS ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2011


	Many books have been written about IMS, so why do we think another is needed? Most of

	the existing books are written from the perspective of those who implement the technology,

	either network vendors or operators. There is no such focus for developers. The standards

	that form the basis of IMS are complex – as they are...
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Mathematica®: A Problem-Centered Approach (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series)Springer, 2016

	An introduction to the vast array of features and powerful mathematical functions of Mathematica that uses a multitude of clearly presented examples and worked-out problems that enable the reader to learn from the codes and avoids lengthy explanations.
...
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Out of Joint: A Private and Public Story of Arthritis (American Lives)University of Nebraska Press, 2005

	She begins, in the morning, by casing her joints: Can her ankles take the stairs? Will her fingers open a jar? Peel an orange? But it was not always this way for Mary Felstiner, who went to bed one night an active professional and healthy young mother, and woke the next morning literally out of joint. With wrists and elbows no longer...
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